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Let’s Meet: 

The Essentials of 

Great Meetings



Robert’s Rules of Order

• Will of the Assembly=Group decision after 
consideration of all points of view

• Effective Meetings=Personal success

• The 30,000 foot view



Legal Power

• Articles of Incorporation

• Charter

• By Laws

• Rules of Order (RRONR)

• Standing Rules/Custom



By Laws

• Mission, Job Descriptions

• Hard to change (on purpose)

• Advance notice and 2/3 vote to change

• Usually say use RRO

• RRO says an action contradicting By Laws is 
void



Presiding at Meeting

• Impartiality

• Quorum (Mom) (Quorum Set in Bylaws)

• Agenda

• Recognize speakers (fairly)

• Rule on Questions of Order or ask members to 
decide

• Ask new/unfinished business

• Adjourn



Presiding-Part 2

• Plan meetings

• Start on time

• Use Unanimous Consent

• Use Committees—AND Distribute 
Committee/Information Reports In Advance

• Be impartial-Members Control Decision

• Don’t give up the ship… err… the Chair



Participating at Meeting

• Address questions through Chair (avoid 
personal debate)

• Issues, not personalities/motives

• Motions (I propose…, I move…)

• Resolutions (A more formal motion, maybe 
written)



Motions 1

• Main motion

• Subsidiary motions (Eg. Amend, Refer to 
Comm., Table)

• Privileged motions (Eg., Recess, Order of the 
Day)

• Incidental motions (Procedural-Eg., Point of 
Order, Appeal, Division)

• Do you know what these terms mean?



Motions 2

• All have different priorities/power

• Variables:

▫ Have floor?

▫ Needs second?

▫ Debatable?

▫ Amendable?

▫ Majority or 2/3 vote? (Look it up-table in 
reference materials)



Main Motion

• No other business pending

• You have the floor

• Second and Chair restates

• Debatable

• Chair repeats motion in yes/no form

• Majority vote



Amending a Motion
• Main motion – “Have an energy conference”

▫ Amend the motion – “energy and environment”

 Only discuss the amendment, and vote on it. Don’t accept 
other amendments, or argue the main motion.

 You can amend the amendment – “energy and air
environment”
Again, vote only on the amendment to the amendment.

▫ After a vote, restate the motion on the table. For 
example, if the second amendment didn’t pass “Now 
we are back to discussing the amendment to add ‘and 
environment.’”

Keep only one issue on the table. Work through changes 
one at a time, then vote on the final whole motion.



The Genius of Robert’s Rules

• Resolve One Issue at a Time

• It works in life, not only meetings



Voting

• A duty

• Abstain when personal interest (ex: nominated)

• Abstentions don’t count as a vote

• No explanations

• Usually no proxies! (Vote not transferable)

• A tie is a lost motion!



Changing Your (Collective) Mind-1

• Motion to Reconsider

▫ Same day/session

▫ Voted on winning side

▫ Second

▫ Debatable

▫ No amendment

▫ Majority vote

▫ No reconsideration



Changing Your (Collective) Mind-2

• Motion to Amend Something Previously 
Adopted

▫ 2/3 vote without prior notice

▫ Majority vote with notice

▫ Majority of membership (Board)



Within Scope of Notice

• Motion: Raise dues to $50 (from $35)

• Any amount from $36 to $50 is within scope of 
notice



COMMON QUESTION:
Voting to Approve the Agenda

1. The Chair develops the Agenda, controls the meeting 
and discussion.

2. But the Chair is there to facilitate the group discussion.
SO

3. It is courteous to ask for additions, deletions, and 
moving the order of items. (Robert’s Rules of Order 
says you should vote on approval of an Agenda.)



Most Common Mistake

• “Call the Question” requires the floor, a second, 
and a 2/3 vote to vote (a single person cannot 
stop debate)



(Second) Most Common Mistake
Voting to Approve the Treasurer’s Report

1. Committee and officer reports are information 
items that (usually) do not need approval by the 
Board (group).

2. Robert’s specifically says the Board/body does not 
need to vote on approval of Treasurer’s reports.



Magic Words
A Useful “Spell” for Misbehavior
• Call to order “The member will come to order and be seated”

• Name the offender “Mr. Flack, the chair has asked you to 
refrain from personal attacks, yet you continue to refuse to 
obey orders of the chair. Your conduct is unacceptable to the 
chair and the assembly”

• “Members, I regret to put the question now before you, but 
find I must prepare you to speak to the question of whether 
Mr. Flack shall be removed from the meeting. Before we 
consider the question, however, I ask Mr. Flack, ‘Sir, do you 
wish to make a statement to the membership before I place 
the question on your removal?’



How to Get Help

ON ROBERT’S RULES:
• Appoint a Parliamentarian
• Table It!
• Read a Robert’s Summary (Robert’s for 

Dummies)
• Buy a Copy of Robert’s (the Short Form)
• Keep the Reference Summaries Handy for 

Getting into the Weeds
FOR MEETINGS:
• Board Source



The Challenge:

What does it take to 
consistently and  

satisfactorily answer the 
question 

“What did we just 
accomplish?”



The Rules of the Room ~ #1
Be Prepared.  Determine the components for 

the meeting in advance, not on the spot

Have a written agenda circulated in advance

The more specific the agenda topics, the more 
focused and productive the meeting will be
What is the subject?
What are the overall objectives?
Who are the stakeholders?
What are the desired outcomes?



The Rules of the Room ~ #2

Provide advance reading 
prior to the meeting, 

(a week ahead of time?)

Read the materials ahead of time and 
come prepared, rather than minutes 
before the agenda item is to be 
discussed



The Rules of the Room ~ #3

To increase involvement and 
participation, the Chair should open 

the meeting warmly, thank people 
for their time, and recap the 

purpose

 Introductions when necessary

 Set ground rules

Ask participants to serve as recorders, 
timekeepers, facilitators



The Rules of the Room ~ #4

Ensure adequate discussion 

of agenda items

Place items of critical importance high 
on the agenda

Promote the sharing of all perspectives 
on an issue before the group makes a 
decision, but keep the conversation 
focused



The Rules of the Room ~ #5
Promote clear communication

Monitor participation and encourage questions, 
respectful dissent, and authentic disagreement

Make sure that each person says one thing at 
every meeting

Act quickly to deter off-track monologues and 
dominators

Use visuals



The Rules of the Room ~ #6

Keep minutes, capture and 
assign action items

There should be a record of every meeting to 
ensure that the decisions of the group get 
carried out

Focus the minutes on decisions and 
accountability

Forward the minutes one week following the 
meeting



The Rules of the Room ~ #7

Understand the concept of time
Start on time, even if it means starting without 

some
 Attendees who are there on time will be grateful.  

The unavoidably late will understand.  The 
chronically late will learn (or not!).

To the extent possible, stay on schedule

 End on time
 If you must run long, get the group’s permission to 

continue beyond the end time



The Rules of the Room ~ #8
Meeting wrap-up

▫ Confirm the work to be accomplished, by whom, 
and when
 Recap the action item list

 Verify assignments and due dates

 Secure commitments on the spot

▫ Close the meeting on a positive, high-note

▫ Don’t let the meeting adjourn without a take-away

▫ Say “thank you,” and really mean it



The Rules of the Room ~ #9

Be tenacious in your follow-up

▫ Start preparing your next meeting agenda 
as quickly as possible

▫ Consider details like
 What still needs to be discussed?

 What issues were put off?

 What action is needed?

 What reports or projects are needed?



Advice on Conducting Effective 
Teleconference or Virtual Meetings

• Virtual teams are becoming commonplace

• Technology can offer a unique set of challenges

• Leaders need to learn new skills to keep people 
engaged and to use the time and technology 
effectively

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYu_bGbZiiQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYu_bGbZiiQ


Advice on Conducting Effective 
Teleconference or Virtual Meetings

• Arrive early and test the technology
• State your name when you speak
• Don’t talk too much
• Give a heads up
• Be responsible for your full participation – avoid 

multi-tasking
• Hold music
• Mind the mute button
• Bad connections
• Be polite
• Your dog is not invited



Believe It or Not . . . ?

• The meeting process CAN be exhilarating
▫ Use common sense

▫ Know the legal framework

▫ Be guided by the Board’s expectations

• People feel good after a productive meeting

• If attendees feel the meeting was productive and 
good use of their time, they will not hesitate when 
asked to participate in the future



Questions


